Virtual Cabinet Release Notes

Product:

Virtual Cabinet

Build:

5.0

Release Items: 15

Fixes: 10

Enhancements: 5

© GetBusy Ltd 2021
This version of Virtual Cabinet uses Microsoft Framework .Net 4.6. This must be installed
prior to the upgrade in order for Virtual Cabinet to work. For more information on preparing for
this upgrade please see our website: https://www.virtualcabinet.com/support/preparing-forvirtual-cabinet-4-0
Best endeavours have been made to ensure this release is free of bugs and other defects.
Testing and Quality Assurance processes have deemed the release as fit for purpose. However,
not all environments and scenarios can be simulated. Any bugs or defects identified with this
build should be reported via the Support Website.
Area

Type

Id

Build

General

New

VC-6553 5.0

Details
New look and brand!!
New modern look for the product. Improved design
to make things clearer, easier to use, and a more
pleasant user experience.
New branding (logo, colours) to match the new
Virtual Cabinet branding across the company.

New

VC-7544 5.0

Improved database upgrade performance
Significantly improved the speed of upgrades, by
removing unnecessary database upgrade scripts.

New

VC-7016 5.0.1.890 Remembers username and password
On sites that are not using Windows Authentication
automatic login (e.g. on a Workgroup), VC will now
remember your username and password for 24
hours on this computer. This is configurable, and this
is secure.

New

VC-7712 5.0.1.890 Improved visibility of selected item
Improved the contrast of the colour used on
selected items, including documents, in VC. Making
it easier to distinguish what is selected.
Also removed the alternate grey backgrounds for
rows in the list of documents to make it easier to
distinguish between selected documents.
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New

VC-7720 5.0.1.890 Change format of Copy Link
You can now change the format of the link that Copy
Link creates based on your preferences. Change this
in Global Settings.
Choose either markdown format or just the link,
depending on if you are often pasting in to a
program that supports markdown format links.
E.g. vclink://123/1/1
OR [Tax Return 2011](vclink://123/1/1)

Bug

VC-3453 5.0.1.890 Error reindexing when Original File Name has "<>|
Documents with certain characters ("<>|) in the
Original File Name were failing to reindex. These
documents usually came from emails captured
automatically as part of a conversation rule.

Bug

VC-7664 5.0.1.890 Indexes not configurable for Document Creation
The index definitions for the Templates filing cabinet
could not be managed from the admin tab. Only an
issue in 5.0.1.750.

Bug

VC-7659 5.0.1.890 Reduce unnecessary calls to the database
Significantly reduced the number of calls to the
database when VC starts up to improve
performance. Unnecessary calls were being made to
spDCTemplateSettingsIndexMapping.

Bug

VC-7593 5.0.1.890 Home screen freezes on 3D view
The home screen was freezing if you used the 3D
view of recent documents and had locked your
computer. Only an issue in 5.0.1.750.

Bug

VC-7699 5.0.1.890 Cannot remove pages after scanning
The option to remove pages whilst approving a scan
was not working. Only an issue in 5.0.1.750.

Email

Bug

VC-7600 5.0.1.890 Capture Service stops working after 1 hour
If the Email Capture Service is pointing to a
Microsoft Exchange Online mailbox then it will not
be able to authenticate 1 hour after it was initially
configured.

Bug

VC-7686 5.0.1.890 Outlook crash after trying to Connect
Outlook would crash, or the Office Addin would not
work as expected, if the user did not log in to VC
when Outlook first started up, and then used the
Connect button in the Indexing Pane. Only an issue
in 5.0.1.750.

Bug

VC-7694 5.0.1.890 Cannot create a new Capture Service Account
Could not create a new Capture Service Account
when setting up Conversation Rules to automatically
capture emails. Only an issue in 5.0.1.750.
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Integration

Bug

VC-7657 5.0.1.890 Cannot send document to GetBusy with & in name
You can now send a document to GetBusy with an
ampersand (&) in the name.

Portal

Bug

VC-7521 5.0.1.890 Publishing stop after trying to publish a >250MB file
After a user tries to publish a very large document,
>250MB in size, the Portal Integration Service will
get stuck and will not be able to publish any other
documents. A user will no longer be able to publish
these large documents and will receive an error
message when they try.
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